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Abstract

Peer assessment is an important component of a more participatory culture of learning. The articles collected in this special issue constitute a representative kaleidoscope of current research on peer assessment. In this commentary, we argue that research on peer assessment is currently in a stage of adolescence, grappling with the developmental tasks of identity formation and affiliation. Identity formation may be achieved by efforts towards a shared terminology and joint theory building, whereas affiliation may be reached by a more systematic consideration of research in related fields. To reach identity formation and affiliation, preliminary ideas for a cognitively toned, process-related model of peer assessment and links to related research fields, especially to research on collaborative learning, are presented.
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1. Introduction

Peer assessment is an important component in the design of learning environments implementing a more participatory culture of learning. This special issue presents systematic conceptual and empirical research on this highly relevant phenomenon. We consider the present special issue as a real milestone as the collected articles are among the first successful efforts to systematically address peer assessment by using (quasi-)experimental research methodologies that allow for an identification of crucial characteristics, components and effects of peer assessment practices. While Van Zundert, Sluijmsmans, and Van Merriënboer (THIS ISSUE) provided a comprehensive overview on current research on peer assessment, the remaining five articles represent exemplary empirical studies on some of the distinctive conditions, processes and effects of peer assessment. Van Gennip, Segers, and Tillema (THIS ISSUE) investigated the effects of peer assessment on interpersonal variables such as psychological safety, interdependence and trust. Strijbos, Narciss, and Dünnebier (THIS ISSUE) examined the effects of different types of feedback and the (perceived) sender’s competence level on feedback perception and performance in subsequent revision. When investigating by what mechanisms the efficiency of feedback on learning is mediated, Gielen, Peeters, Dochy, Onghena, and Struyven (THIS ISSUE) demonstrated that feedback needs to be well justified to have a positive effect on learning. A scaffolding perspective was adopted by Van Steendam, Rijlaarsdam, Sercu, and Van den Bergh (THIS ISSUE) who investigated whether a revision strategy is better acquired through observation or practising and whether its’ application is better achieved individually or collaboratively. Finally, Cho and MacArthur (THIS ISSUE) examined different feedback types, their relation to revision performance and the effects of having multiple peers assessing a students’ work compared to a single student or expert. Each of the presented studies deserves credit for clarity in presentation, creativity and thoughtfully approaching their specific research questions and using advanced statistical methods.

However, as Van Zundert et al. (THIS ISSUE) demonstrated in their literature review, there are not many empirical studies on peer assessment that adhere to a (quasi-)experimental methodology and thus can shed light on how best to design peer assessment in educational contexts. Borrowing terminology from developmental sciences, research on peer assessment may be located in the developmental stage of adolescence. During infancy, it has successfully gone through the development of basic operations and developed its own unique character, but now it faces two questions connected to “developmental tasks” that are typical for adolescence: “Who am I?” and “Who are my peers?” The first question may be conceptualised as the developmental task of identity formation, and the second one as the developmental task of affiliation.

2. Identity formation and affiliation of research on peer assessment

That identity formation is a pressing task for research on peer assessment becomes manifest in that there is (a) a diversity in terminology used in the collected articles to describe the phenomenon of peer assessment and (b) a lack of a commonly agreed-upon process model of what overt processes constitute peer assessment and what cognitive and discursive processes are associated with these overt activities (cf. the “need for functional development”; Strijbos & Sluijmsmans, THIS ISSUE). Concerning terminology, it is remarkable that while Van Gennip et al. (THIS ISSUE) and Van Zundert et al. (THIS ISSUE) are talking about “peer assessment”, Van Steendam et al. (THIS ISSUE) as well as Cho and MacArthur (THIS ISSUE) use “peer revision” to describe the phenomenon. Yet differently, Gielen et al. (THIS ISSUE) and Strijbos et al. (this issue) introduce “peer feedback” when describing the topic of their research. One may argue that this variety simply reflects that the authors investigate
different sub-processes or sub-phenomena of peer assessment. This certainly is true with respect to characteristics (e.g., validity, accuracy and reliability of peer assessment; Gielen et al., THIS ISSUE), conditions (e.g., scaffolding as realized in Van Steendam et al., THIS ISSUE) and outcomes of peer assessment (e.g., peer assessment skills or learning performance; Strijbos et al., THIS ISSUE; Van Zundert et al., THIS ISSUE). However, concerning the central processes and activities of peer assessment, this does not appear true. Clearly, a model that specifies the overt activities (such as “feedback provision” or “feedback reception”) and connected cognitive and discursive processes of peer assessment and their relation to learning is missing.

That affiliation is a second important task for research on peer assessment becomes apparent in that it still seems to be unsure who its closest peers – in terms of related research fields – are (cf. the “need for conceptual development”; Strijbos & Sluijsmans, THIS ISSUE). Research on peer assessment could clearly benefit much from knowledge gathered in related fields such as peer tutoring (Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995), help seeking (Aleven, Stahl, Schworm, Fischer, & Wallace, 2003) and collaborative learning (Webb & Farivar, 1999). In fact, peer assessment is fundamentally a collaborative activity that occurs between at least two peers. When acknowledging this, one crucial issue is the degree of interactivity that is permitted during peer assessment (see also Strijbos, Ochoa, Sluijsmans, Segers, & Tillema, 2009). In the articles collected here, very often there was quite a clear-cut differentiation between an “assesse” and an “assessor”, with particular activities such as “providing feedback” or “revising” connected to each of these roles and rather low levels of interactivity in terms of highly frequent exchange between the learning partners. In a more interactive version, however, peer assessment may permit or even require peers to negotiate about how to approach the given task, how to give feedback and how to use feedback during revision. Such interactive exchange may be beneficial because it may evoke cognitive and discursive processes that trigger a deeper elaboration of the material and, thus, lead to better learning (King, 2007).

Our commentary is meant to provide some “educational guidance” for research on peer assessment to solve the developmental tasks of identity formation and affiliation. This “educational guidance” will be laid out in two steps. First, we will introduce a sight structure model of peer assessment that distinguishes four main activities that constitute a prototypical peer assessment scenario. Second, we will illustrate what cognitive and discursive processes need to be performed during each of these activities to leverage the potential of peer assessment concerning the participants’ learning. In doing so, we will refer to insights from different strands of cognitively oriented research on learning and instruction, but especially from research on collaborative learning.

3. Supporting identity formation and affiliation: Developing a cognitively oriented process model of peer assessment

In approaching the two developmental tasks, we recommend to develop a cognitively toned process model of peer assessment. In developing such a model, we consider it useful to first think about the “sight structure” (Oser & Baerswol, 2001) of peer assessment. Therefore, we will first describe four rather overt activities that typically occur during peer assessment. Subsequently, we will lay out what cognitive and discursive processes need to occur during these four overt activities to make peer assessment a successful event and discuss to what extent more interactive variants of peer assessment may be useful to evoke these processes. For reasons of simplicity, we will emanate from a dyadic representation of peer assessment, labelling the learning partners “A” and “B” in the following sections.

3.1. The sight structure of peer assessment
Peer assessment typically starts with a task performance. For example, A may be asked to write a letter-to-the-editor (see Gielen et al., THIS ISSUE) or solve a mathematical problem. In the present studies, task performance has mainly been realised as an individual activity, that is, individual learners were asked to solve a given task. An exception is the study by Van Gennip et al. (THIS ISSUE), in which teams of students were supposed to collaboratively build a robot artefact. Yet, this study did not investigate whether interactivity during task performance was helpful compared to individual task performance. Gaining insight into how exactly the teams collaborated (e.g., examining their discourse processes) and experimentally comparing this to individuals working on the same task would be informative to judge whether interactivity during task performance leads to higher learning gains than individual task performance.

A second activity in peer assessment is feedback provision, during which B assesses the quality of A’s task performance. Here, at least two issues become crucial. First, the actual object for feedback needs to be determined: is it (a) the product of A’s task performance (e.g., a letter-to-the-editor; see Gielen et al., this issue) or (b) the process by which A arrived at that product (e.g., the observable activities when writing that letter)? In the present articles, feedback was mainly given on products rather than on processes. It would be interesting whether feedback on processes of task performance evokes different cognitive processes than assessing the end product. Second, the mode in which feedback is provided may also be subject to variation. For example, B may be asked to give an overall quality rating on a 5-point Likert-type scale (Cho & MacArthur, THIS ISSUE), to produce a text in which to list the problems in A’s task performance (Gielen et al., THIS ISSUE), or – referring to the interactivity issue – to discuss weaknesses in A’s task performance in an interactive fashion. Although most of the articles collected in this special issue excluded such direct exchange between the feedback sender and feedback receiver, allowing A to ask clarification questions on B’s feedback or give justifications on the first task performance could lead to higher learning outcomes.

A third activity in peer assessment is feedback reception. Under less interactive circumstances, A listens to or reads B’s comments/assessments on the initial task performance with no opportunities to communicate about this feedback. In most of the empirical studies collected in this special issue, this was the case. In a more interactive realisation of peer assessment, such exchange may be allowed or even demanded. A good example is the study by Gielen et al. (THIS ISSUE), in which students in one condition were allowed to reply to their peers’ feedback. It may well be that A does not fully understand B’s criticisms and that further clarification is needed. Purposefully allowing such feedback dialogue may positively influence the success of peer assessment, if this dialogue involves high-level cognitive and discursive processes.

Typically, the final activity in peer assessment is revision. In a less interactive realisation, A is working over the first task performance on the basis of B’s feedback. In a more interactive mode, this could be a joint activity, in which A and B work together with the joint goal to improve the demanded product or process. Whether revision should be performed as an individual or a collaborative task has been addressed by Van Steendam et al. (THIS ISSUE), showing that collaboration is useful for the quality of revision as long as it is preceded by observing a model in the application of a peer assessment strategy. Perhaps there are more conditions under which more interactive revision process is more helpful for learning than less interactive revision process. Further studies on that issue are needed.

3.2. Cognitive and discursive processes during peer assessment activities
Simple engagement in task performance, feedback provision, feedback reception, and revision does not automatically mean that “learning” takes place. In fact, any of the four activities can be performed weakly. When learning is seen as high-level change in an individual’s knowledge base, then, to make peer assessment a successful enterprise, it is necessary that high-level cognitive processing occurs. This, in turn, may possibly be facilitated through more interactive forms of peer assessment. In the following, we provide examples of such high-level cognitive and discursive processing in each of the four presented activities of peer assessment.

3.2.1. High-level cognitive and discursive processing during task performance

During task performance, what counts as high-level cognitive processes varies by the type of task. Research on text production, for example, shows that successful writing depends on (meta-)cognitive processes such as planning, translating and reviewing (Hayes & Flowers, 1980). Successful engagement in mathematical problem-solving has been demonstrated to depend on self-explanation (Renkl, 1997) and the use of heuristic strategies (Schoenfeld, 1985). When task performance is conducted more interactively, discursive processes such as explaining (Webb, 1989), arguing (Andriessen, Baker, & Suthers, 2003) or questioning (King, 1997) may facilitate high-level cognitive processing. Thus, interactively engaging in a task may be beneficial in terms of evoking higher-order cognitive processes which in turn should be positively related to individual learning outcomes.

3.2.2. High-level cognitive and discursive processing during feedback provision

For B’s feedback to facilitate A’s learning, B not only needs to deeply process A’s first product, but also show planning and monitoring concerning how to formulate feedback in a way that A can benefit from it. If feedback provision is conducted in a more interactive mode, a typical problem is that learners often show suboptimal help-seeking behaviour (Aleven et al., 2003). For example, A may not feel competent to perform a task and therefore simply ask B for the right solution – executive help (Aleven et al., 2003) or knowledge of correct result (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Yet, research on help seeking (Aleven et al., 2003) has shown that more instrumental help, that is, help that supports A in solving the task independently, is connected to higher learning gains in contrast to asking and receiving executive help which is not. This is corroborated by findings from the feedback literature showing that knowledge of result feedback is usually less effective than elaborated feedback (see Hattie & Timperley, 2007). However, Strijbos et al.’s (THIS ISSUE) findings that elaborated specific feedback may sometimes be less effective than general concise feedback warrant caution towards preferring elaborated feedback under all circumstances.

Research on common ground (Clark & Brennan, 1991) has moreover demonstrated that it is sometimes difficult for B to assess A’s level of expertise and design the feedback in a way that A can easily understand it. Sometimes, peers may even have more accurate knowledge of the comprehension problems than teachers and in some cases even communicate their feedback more effectively because they have a vocabulary that can be more easily understood by their peers (see Van Zundert et al., THIS ISSUE). More interactive situations in which further exchange between two learning partners is allowed may be helpful for materialising such more balanced communication.

3.2.3. High-level cognitive and discursive processing during feedback reception

In a recent empirical study, Van der Pol, Van den Berg, Admiraal, and Simons (2008) have argued that for peer feedback to facilitate learning, one crucial condition is that the feedback is taken up by the receiver. Yet, the uptake of feedback is very likely only positively related to learning when the feedback is relevant and of high-enough quality – and when A has recognised this. Given that B provided relevant, high-quality feedback, then the cognitive
processes A needs to engage in are to thoroughly examine B’s feedback, compare the first task performance with B’s suggestions, and decide whether following B’s suggestions is useful to improve the initial task performance. Again, interaction during feedback reception may be advantageous. For example, asking thought-provoking questions such as “What evidence is there to support the contention that …” has been shown to contribute to higher learning (see King, 2007). If such questions are asked during feedback reception, A is triggered to engage in high-level cognitive processes to arrive at satisfactory explanations. Likewise, research on argumentation suggests that A will likely engage in high-level cognitive processes when B provides well-warranted counterarguments to A’s arguments in the first task performance, and that these may be the starting point for an argumentation event that in the end facilitates learning of both learners (Leitão, 2000). Socio-cognitive perspectives, in turn, suggest that “socio-cognitive conflicts” which may arise in such situations may evoke significant cognitive change, but only when it is successfully resolved (Nastasi & Clements, 1992).

3.2.4. High-level cognitive and discursive processing during revision

If B’s feedback is of a high quality and A has recognised that, revising poses a high load on A’s thinking processes. If feedback has been given on a product, A needs to perform comparison processes between this first product, B’s feedback and the (possible) revision. Also, coherently integrating someone else’s suggestions into one’s own product can be a demanding process. Allowing for communication during revision may greatly alleviate comparison and integration processes since the burden of revision is distributed over the two learning partners so that cognitive load may be diminished (e.g., by having A do the revision and B monitor and intervene). However, giving opportunities for exchange during revision may also be harmful because B may interrupt A’s thinking processes. To judge whether interactivity during the revision process has positive effects on individual learning, further studies are needed.

4. Concluding remarks

We started this commentary by locating research on peer assessment in a stage of adolescence, facing the two developmental tasks of identity formation and affiliation. To solve the identity formation task, we argued that it would be helpful to develop a shared language on central processes and activities of peer assessment and put effort in developing a commonly-agreed upon, cognitively toned model of peer assessment and have offered some first thoughts in that direction. To solve the affiliation task, we suggested research on peer assessment to more strongly reflect on its relation to other fields of research such as collaborative learning, help seeking and argumentation. As illustrated, stronger ties to collaborative learning research may greatly inform theory building and empirical research on peer assessment. This is however not meant to discredit less interactive variants of peer assessment as they dominate in the articles collected in this special issue. Ultimately, highly interactive variants of peer assessment may have both advantages (e.g., through evoking high-level argumentation) and disadvantages (e.g., through interrupting individual thought processes) on learning. It is certainly a task for future research to investigate when more interactive variants of peer assessments should be preferred over less interactive ones and vice versa.

Another issue for future research is how to successfully scaffold peer assessment (with whatever degree of interactivity) since high-level peer assessment processes will probably rarely show up spontaneously. Therefore, studies examining the effectiveness of different scaffolding and scripting techniques are of high importance. In this special issue, a number of scaffolding techniques have been described and/or studied (e.g., observation-based learning,
see Van Steendam et al., THIS ISSUE; a-posteriori reflection forms, see Gielen et al., THIS ISSUE). Here as well, a cross-link to research on collaborative learning might be fruitful, as systematic approaches to scaffolding and scripting as well as empirical studies evaluating these forms of support can be found (Kollar, Fischer, & Slotta, 2007; Quintana et al., 2004).

Finally, even though we have outlined a cognitive perspective on peer assessment, a comprehensive model on peer assessment should also incorporate motivational and emotional conditions, processes and outcomes. Studies as the one by Van Gennip et al. (THIS ISSUE) are important steps in this direction, particularly when studying the benefits and drawbacks in real educational scenarios in which motivational and emotional variables probably have a higher impact on learning than in the laboratory.

In this commentary we have pointed to some open questions of research on peer assessment. But no doubt: peer assessment is an important part of a shift towards more participatory forms of learning in our schools and universities. New, easily adaptable social technologies on the World Wide Web seem highly promising for facilitating the implementation of different peer assessment scenarios. The research approaches chosen or suggested in this special issue appear highly promising routes to study this increasingly relevant phenomenon. The findings of this collection of articles might form a strong basis future research can refer to and build on.
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